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Simple Landing Page Template Design 

 

Headline that matches what was clicked 
Subheadline that supports the main headline 

Call-To-Action Button Or Form 
 
This is introductory content paragraph that explains your offering in more detail. It should follow 

on from your headline and explain the benefits of your product or service. 
 

✓ Your first feature written in the form of a benefit statement. 
  

✓ Your second feature written in the form of a benefit statement. 
  

✓ Your third feature written in the form of a benefit statement. 
 

This is the reinforcement statement - reinforcing the main headline 
 

“You can add a customer testimonial for social proof, to increase conversions on your landing 
page. You may want to include the clients photo for extra value” - Bob Ross 

 

This is the closing argument and sometimes a repeat of the call-to-action. 

  



Step 1) Define Your Call-To-Action 
What is it you want from your customer? You need to have a clear goal for your landing page. 
The goal can be any of the following: 

● Bookings 
● Calls 
● Form Signups 
● Contact Forms 
● Social Media Sharing & Followings 
● Product Purchasing 

 
And therefore the CTA can be any of the following: 

● Call To Book 
● Signup For The Newsletter 
● Get In Contact Today 
● Add To Cart 
● Share With Your Friends 

 
You are not limited to the above examples, but do use them as a start if you are stuck on your 
own. 
 
Business Example 
Goal: Get air con repair work 
CTA: Call To Get A Free Repair Quote 

Step 2) Define Your Customers Problems 
If you have done persona research, you will already know your customers pain points and 
possible problems.  
These problems may not just be about the service or product - it may also do with customer 
service, availability, service location, price range, product features etc. 
 
Business Example 
Problem #1: Air con is not keeping the house cold 
Problem #2: My last aircon repair didn’t do a good job 
Problem #3: I need a fast repair job done to a remote location 

  



Step 3) Define Your Solutions 
The solution is the service, the product (and features) or the end result. These solutions are 
everywhere and are provided by everyone. They are simple, clear and to the point.  
 
Business Example 
Solution #1: I repair broken air cons 
Solution #2: I can drive to remote locations 
Solution #3: I am an expert in my field and complete repairs in a timely manner. 

Step 4) Define The Solutions Benefits 
You all offer the same solution, so what benefits does your solution have? Turn the features of 
the solution into lifestyle, time-saving, stress-relieving, trustable, and trending benefits. 
 
Business Example 
Benefit #1: Trusted by the locals 
Benefit #2: Cheap and fast repairs 
Benefit #3: Can get to remote locations 
 
Note: You will turn your problems, solutions and benefits into body content shortly - 
however, your headline is what you should spend most of your time on. 

Step 5) Writing Your Headline 
Taking your problems, solutions and benefits from above, create a few different headlines within 
5-9 words that clearly state what the page is about and what they will get out of the page. 
 
Business Example 
Headline #1: Trust Air Con Repairs - Fast and Cheap - Free Quote 
Headline #2: Same Day Air Con Repairs - Cheap And Trusted 
Headline #3: The Best Local Air Conditioning Specialist With Anytime Repairs 

Supporting Headline (Optional) 
Some landing pages may benefit from a subheadline that adds a bit more to the headline. It is 
short and often focuses on the main benefit or problem you provide. 
 
Business Example 
Local Air Con Repairs At Great Rates Near You 



Step 6) Writing Your Body Content 

The Intro Paragraph (Recommended) 
Using your problems, solutions and benefits from above create 1-3 sentences that explains your 
offering in more detail. It should follow on from your headline and explain the benefits of your 
product or service. 
 
Business Example 
Need your aircon repaired today? Air Con Dude is a locally trusted can repair your air 
conditioner on the same day at cheap rates. Location is no problem as we can come to you at 
your remote location. With 7 years experience, we can fix your air con in no time at all! 

The Key Features & Benefits (Optional) 
As customers most often skim read, you will want to repeat yourself using different formatting 
and layouts. A common and useful layout is three blurbs that have a short heading, a short 
paragraph and sometimes an icon or image to go with it. 
You are not limited to 3, neither do you have to have any of these blurbs - but it can help with 
fence sitters and search engine optimisation. 
 
Business Example 
Same Day Repairs - Call us anytime and we shall arrive the same day 
At Any Location - Can get to your location no matter where you are 
Trusted & Experienced - We know what we are doing and do it well 

User Testimonials & Social Proof (Optional) 
These can be very powerful to help enforce your value and benefits. This would be the only time 
you can talk about your accomplishments, awards, expertise, etc - but through your past 
customers or clients. If possible, having photos of the reviewer will make them more relatable. 
 
Business Example 
“2 weeks ago, Air Con Dude was able to come out to our remote house and quickly fix our 
broken air con. It is even colder than when we first purchased it. Highly Recommend” - Bob 
Smith 

  



Featured Image Or Video (Recommended) 
A key supporting feature of a landing that adds life, emotions and value to your landing pages. 
The featured image or video is the first picture a customer sees on your landing page. Featured 
Images are also known as hero images. 
 
Studies show that people remember 80% of what they see, while only 20% of what they read 
and 10% of what they hear. A picture can say a thousand words afterall. 
 
Business Example 

 

The Reinforcement Statement (Recommended) 
The reinforcement statement is another page title that sits about halfway down your page and 
has the purpose of communicating a mid-experience message to your visitors, reinforcing the 
main headline. 
 
Business Example 
Trust By The Locals With Fast Repair Times 

Closing Argument (Recommended) 
The closing argument is your final chance to communicate the benefits of your offer, as your 
landing page comes to a close. This backs up your main value proposition, similar to the 
reinforcement statement. The closing argument should also be coupled with a call-to-action. 
 
Business Example 
Don’t sweat this summer and get your air con repaired today. Call now to get a free quote. 



Step 7) Putting It All Together 
Review and edit as needed and remember about the formatting and layout of the content. 
Using a common and simple landing page layout with the business examples above, we get 
something like this: https://thatwebsiteis.me/landing-page-example/ 
 
Further reading: https://thatwebsiteis.me/archives/content-writing-landing-pages/ 
 
If you are writing this in a word document or in a draft on your website, you can use the below 
example and above template as a guide. 
  

https://thatwebsiteis.me/landing-page-example/
https://thatwebsiteis.me/archives/content-writing-landing-pages/


 

The Best Local Air Conditioning Specialist 
With Anytime Repairs 

Local Air Con Repairs At Great Rates Near You 

Call To Get A Free Repair Quote 
 

Need your aircon repaired today? Air Con Dude is a locally trusted can repair your air 
conditioner on the same day at cheap rates. Location is no problem as we can come to you at 

your remote location. With 7 years experience, we can fix your air con in no time at all! 
 

✓ Same Day Repairs - Call us anytime and we shall arrive the same day 
 

✓ At Any Location - Can get to your location no matter where you are 
 

✓ Trusted & Experienced - We know what we are doing and do it well 
 

Trust By The Locals With Fast Repair Times 
 

“2 weeks ago, Air Con Dude was able to come out to our remote house and quickly fix our 
broken air con. It is even colder than when we first purchased it. Highly Recommend”  

- Bob Smith 
 

Don’t sweat this summer and get your air con repaired today.  
Call Now To Get A Free Quote. 

 
 


